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ABSTRACT
Video streaming systems in best effort networks have to some-

how cope with dynamically changing bandwidth. Various scal-
able video codecs allow intra-stream adaptation by use of tem-
poral, spatial, or quality (SNR) scalability; optimizations for finer
grained scalability are available as layered coding and FGS tech-
niques. However, if there is no scalable video stream at hand,
stream switching among pre-encoded stream versions of different
bitrates and qualities allows at least coarse-grained adaptation.

Those different approaches compete to be the most efficient
solution for adaptive video streaming. However, this paper will
show that the efficacy is significantly increased by combining those
approaches. As will be discussed, the combination of coarse-grained
stream switching and temporal intra-stream adaptation offers bet-
ter visual results and more stable client buffer behavior than the
denoted approaches used separately.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most modern scalable video codecs offer support for fast intra-
stream adaptation. This not only includes the possibility of tempo-
ral adaptation by dropping bi-directionally predicted B-frames [1],
but also even more fine-grained adjustment of bitstreams based on,
e.g., MPEG-4 Fine Granular Scalability (FGS) [2].

Those intra-stream adaptation methods can be applied to com-
pensate fluctuations in the available network bandwidth. Still, all
known adaptation methods have their limits. For instance, drop-
ping more than 50% of all available frames will lead to very choppy
presentation results. This even ignores the fact that enough B-
frames have to be available, otherwise I- or P-frames will be dropped,
which also leads to massive decoding errors.

These limitations in adaptation range do exist for all available
adaptation methods that work on a certain stream, either by reach-
ing the base layer (after having dropped all available enhancement
data) or by resulting in intolerable quality results. If not quality
is the limiting factor, then inherent coding overhead for adaptable
content forces codecs to stay within reasonable adaptation ranges.
E.g., MPEG-4 FGS, when coded with a very small base layer, suf-
fers of over 2 dB PSNR loss at high bitrates (when using very
much of the available enhancement layer), in comparison to the
non-scalable MPEG-4 codec [2].

To overcome those limitations and offering better user experi-
ence when the available network bandwidth falls below or exceeds

a certain threshold, the actual stream should be changed to another
one, better fitting the given network situation. This is common
practice in modern commercial video streaming systems like Real
Network’s RealPlayer or Microsoft’s MediaPlayer in connection
with the appropriate servers. [3] analyzes the usage and function-
ality of Real’s stream switching support called SureStream, where
the sender has multiple (statically pre-encoded) versions of the
same video content available.

Figure 1: Combining adaptation and stream switching

Figure 1 illustrates our approach. A hypothetical changing
network bandwidth curve is shown, leading to video streams being
switched accordingly. Further, a more fine-grained intra-stream
adaptation is applied, to react further to the inherent bandwidth
fluctuations. When bandwidth falls or rises too much and intra-
stream adaptation cannot cope with the fluctuation any more, a
new stream has to be chosen. This approach will be discussed and
evaluated in detail in the following sections.

2. ADAPTATION AND SWITCHING IN THE
TEMPORAL, SPATIAL, AND SNR DOMAINS

In the following, we propose a new way of combining switch-
ing among streams with dynamic intra-stream adaptation. The
switch set consists of different video streams with different quan-
tization parameters or/and spatial resolutions. Switching among
those streams is used as a coarse-grain reaction to network and
client buffer problems. At the same time, fine-grain dynamic intra-
stream temporal adaptation is applied to compensate small band-
width fluctuations. For optimal dropping decisions, various priori-



tization algorithms, e.g., based on PSNR, are introduced and eval-
uated. We will show that this novel approach of combining adap-
tation methods substantially improves visual quality and keeps the
client buffer in a more stable state than just coarse-grain stream
switching.

The main challenge for video streaming systems in lossy envi-
ronments is to optimize user perception. The most important rule
is to never let the client buffer run out of data. To ensure this, when
the buffer level gets critical, the system switches to a lower band-
width stream, so more, yet lower-quality video data can be sent
within one streamout second, which fills up the buffer again.

If the buffer is within acceptable bounds but the available net-
work bandwidth does not reach the needed streamout bandwidth,
we have to adapt the video data accordingly, to prevent a buffer
underrun also in the future. Using today’s available codecs, the
cheapest (in terms of processing at streamout time) intra-stream
adaptation method is temporal adaptation. When temporal adapta-
tion cannot compensate a severe bandwidth reduction (the remain-
ing frame rate is too choppy at, e.g., below 15 fps, or no more B-
frames are available), stream switching has to be performed again.

On the other hand, when the buffer level is overly high, the
system can switch to a higher bandwidth stream for actively drain-
ing the buffer but gaining better quality, which, under a normal
buffer fill level, would not fit the given network bandwidth.

3. TEST ENVIRONMENT

The following evaluations were performed with the MPEG-4 ref-
erence video stream Big Show One + Two, encoded at various
quantization levels and spatial resolutions using the Microsoft ref-
erence software for MPEG-4. The video has 13000 frames with
one I-frame each 30 frames, using a static pattern with P 1B→ P ,
denoting the use of one B-frame between two reference frames
(IBPBPBP...PB). Playout of the video was done at 25 fps, which
results in a video length of 520 seconds (8:40 minutes).

Spatial
resolu-
tion

Bit-
rate
[kbps]

I-/P-
quant.
param.

B-
quant.
param.

Overall
PSNR
[dB]

Relative (ab-
solute) PSNR
difference

CIF 704 12 12 30.19 0 (0)
CIF 496 16 16 28.75 -1.44 (-1.44)
CIF 352 21 23 27.45 -1.30 (-2.74)
QCIF 241 12 16 22.54 -4.91 (-7.65)

Table 1: Switch set of streams with varying spatial resolutions and
quantization parameters

Table 1 lists the stream variants being used (the switch set),
representing the different variations available. Note that those streams
where hand-chosen from hundreds of pre-encoded streams, so that
the average stream bitrate is always decreased by close to 30% for
each consecutive variant, where the PSNR-wise quality decreases
relatively to the preceding stream, and absolutely to the highest
quality stream.

It was not possible to encode a CIF version to reach a band-
width of 241 kbps (which is 30% below 352 kbps), so some other
means of reduction had to be taken. Since this work is focussing on
the MPEG-4 video codec using the reference encoder, it was not
an option to change the codec to, e.g., H.263 for this single stream.
So spatial reduction is obviously the most useful way, when further
SNR reduction fails (quantization is already at its lowest bounds).

Further, having (at least one) QCIF version in the switch set will
enable the server to better fulfill special requirements from low
resolution clients like PDAs or cell phones.

Production of the QCIF version was performed as follows: the
original CIF video was downscaled to QCIF in the uncompressed
(YUV) domain using the simple and fast nearest neighbor search
algorithm as described in [4]. After decoding at the client side, this
QCIF video was upscaled again to CIF (using nearest neighbor
search) and then compared to the original CIF version. This results
in an effective relative PSNR loss of -4.91 dB to the next higher
quality in CIF resolution. Please note that better scaling methods
will lead to significantly better results, but those were out of scope
and computational power of this work and test environment.

Similarly to the steppy bandwidth curve in Figure 1, the grad-
ual degradation and increase of the available bandwidth was sim-
ulated with the Linux traffic shaping class leaky bucket filter, sim-
ulating an approx. 50% bandwidth variation range from 700 kbps
down to 343 kbps. Starting at 700 kbps, the bandwidth is reduced
by 30% every thirty seconds, so the next step is 490 kbps for 30
seconds, then the lowest step of 343 kbps is reached. After an-
other 30 seconds, the bandwidth goes up again to 490 kbps, until
it reaches the top level of 700 kbps. The whole process is repeated
for the entire duration of the video streaming session.

In Figure 2, the spiky curve shows the measured streamout
bandwidth, which coarsely follows the traffic shaped bandwidth
steps. Please note that our streaming environment, which is im-
plemented within ViTooKi, the open-source Video ToolKit [5], is
capable of estimating the available bandwidth and the client buffer
fill level using knowledge on sent packets and RTP NACK mes-
sages. Retransmissions were also enabled, so lost packets of im-
portant frames were sent again, which highly increases visual qual-
ity [6]. Further, since TCP-friendly [7] behavior is envisioned,
bandwidth is always re-measured and then the streamout band-
width is adjusted in an AIMD fashion (additive increase, multi-
plicative decrease). This leads even more to the displayed spiky
streamout bandwidth and shortly delayed reaction.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Coarse-Grained Stream Switching in the Spatial and SNR
Domains

In Figure 2, the bold line for stream switching1 and the currently
chosen stream is coarsely following the network bandwidth. The
decision on stream switching is based on the available bandwidth
and the client buffer. If the available bandwidth is very far off
the necessary stream bandwidth (below 30 %), or if the available
video seconds (V secs) stored in the client buffer fall below 5 video
seconds, the current stream is not acceptable any more and a lower
bandwidth stream has to be chosen.

In addition to normal down- and upstepping to select the stream
best fitting the current network bandwidth, further switching be-
havior is noted. At streamout seconds (Ssec) 28, 264, and 440,
Figure 2 shows a down-stepping to a lower quality stream version,
triggered by very low client buffers. This nicely correlates with
the buffer fill level shown in Figure 3, which drops below the limit
of 5 video seconds.

If the client buffer fill level is overly high, this can be used
to enforce the system to use a better quality video stream, even if

1All streams are tried to be streamed with an excess bandwidth of
+15%, to compensate for bitrate variations.



network bandwidth is low. Our system is configured to switch up
to a higher quality stream whenever the client buffer exceeds 25
video seconds. This is shown at Ssecs 313 and 471, triggered by
high client buffers shown in Figure 3.

When buffers are very low, the lowest quality stream of our
switch set has to be chosen. Unfortunately, this is a QCIF stream,
which has to be scaled up on the client side. This obviously gives
very low PSNR results (see Figure 4), but, on the other hand, might
be a perfect fit for a low-resolution client in other cases.

Anyway, the overall average PSNR loss for all 520 video sec-
onds is -2.85 dB (in comparison to always streaming the best qual-
ity stream).

Figure 2: Network bandwidth and switching behavior (switching
only)

Figure 3: Client buffer fill level of available video seconds (switch-
ing only)

4.2. Adding Fine-Grained Temporal Adaptation

Instead of using a QCIF version, the chosen method for commer-
cially available solutions like RealVideo [8] is to have low quality
streams based on statically built coarse grained temporal adapta-
tion (e.g., from 25 fps down to a 12.5 fps version). To also cover
this behavior in our measurements, we simulated this by using the
lowest quality P 1B→ P CIF stream from our switch set with I-
and P-quantization parameters set to 21 and a B-quantization pa-
rameter set to 23, which leads to an average bandwidth of 352
kbps. Then we removed all B-frames, which results in a framerate
of 12.5 fps and an average bandwidth requirement of 232 kbps

Figure 4: Qualitative reduction caused by adaptation (switching
only)

(which approx. leads to the required 30% reduction). With an av-
erage PSNR value of 24.73 dB, this stream suffers a relative PSNR
reduction of 2.72 dB (instead of -4.91 dB with the QCIF version)
as compared to the original (higher quality) stream.

Although this low-framerate version gives better PSNR re-
sults than the QCIF upscaled version, it lacks flexibility on low-
resolution clients. For this reason, this work will sustain from us-
ing coarse grained temporal versions, but will show the ability of
improving switching strategies by including finer grained tempo-
ral adaptation within the actually chosen video stream. This will
always give equal or better results than simple stream switching.

Further, the following examples will show that fine-grained
frame dropping in some cases avoids the need to switch down to
the very lowest quality stream, so it does not matter if that stream
would have been QCIF or a statically frame-rate adapted version.
Note, that our switch set was chosen to offer P 1B→ P streams, so
there is always the possibility of finer grained, dynamic temporal
adaptation within the range of 25 to 12.5 fps.

All streaming tests with temporal adaptation where done by
dropping B-frames in the compressed domain, using timely uni-
form distribution of B-frames (within a GOP) to be discarded. The
P

1B→ P GOP pattern of the streams turned out to be a good com-
promise. A P

4B→ P pattern would offer more adaptation possi-
bilities and would, especially when combined with a quality-based
frame prioritization approach like QCTVA [9], also yield slightly
better overall PSNR results. Still, timely uniform distribution is
simpler and gives reasonable quality results with up to max. 50%
frame rate reduction (e.g., from 25 fps down to 12.5 fps).

Adding dynamic temporal adaptation, Figure 5 shows the bet-
ter switching behavior when the streaming environment is exposed
to the exact same bandwidth curve as in the previous measure-
ments. It was never necessary to fall back to the lowest band-
width/quality stream. This was achieved by intermediate and dy-
namic temporal adaptation, where the frame rate never dropped
below 18 fps. Furthermore, there were many situations where no
temporal adaptation was necessary at all, so we were keeping the
original frame rate of 25 fps.

Figure 6 shows that, because of temporal adaptation, the client
buffer is more stable and always within safe bounds. The average
PSNR loss (see Figure 7) is at -2.37 dB, so it is also better than
simple stream switching shown in Figure 4.



Figure 5: Network bandwidth and switching behavior (combined
approach)

Figure 6: Client buffer fill level of available video seconds (com-
bined approach)

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Although the combination of stream switching and B-frame drop-
ping offers better buffering behavior, the user is subjected to an
ongoing fluctuation of the visual frame rate. First subjective evalu-
ations have shown that these fluctuations are not critical, as long as
variations always stay in the upper frame rate ranges (somewhere
between 25 and 18 fps). Although PSNR in our experiments is
severely impacted by missing frames (which does not show up in
the real visual experience), the proposed combination of stream
switching and temporal adaptation only results in an overall aver-
age quality loss of 2.37 dB PSNR, whereas the simple switching
only scenario suffers from 2.85 dB PSNR loss. Still, this raises the
question, if PSNR is a suitable measure for temporal differences
in a video, so future subjective tests have to be conducted.

This work used temporal adaptation as a proof of concept, but
all other (not yet widely) available intra-stream adaptation meth-
ods of various scalable video codecs (eg. MPEG-4 FGS or wavelet
coding) are even more capable of stabilizing buffers and/or pre-
venting unnecessary stream switches, because they work on even
more fine grained steps.

Finally, we conclude that intra-stream adaptation using any
scalable codec in connection with stream switching is a good com-
bination, when there are enough streams available in the switch
set, so the intra-stream adaptation can be performed in its optimal
range (e.g., stay between 25 and 15 fps). Future work will have
to investigate the impact of such a multi-facetted adaptation sys-

Figure 7: Qualitative reduction caused by adaptation (combined
approach)

tem with respect to server load and the number of possible parallel
users. Further, evaluations with different codecs and with variable
frame patterns have to be performed, to find reasonable combina-
tions of stream switching and intra-stream adaptation under those
conditions.
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